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DEC
Compliance
made easy

What is a DEC?

A DEC reflects a building's energy performance based

on actual metered data. Rated A-G (A = Most

Efficient), a valid DEC and Recommendation Report are

mandatory for public buildings:

Over 250m² with frequent public access (annual

DEC)

Over 1,000m² (annual DEC & 7-yearly

Recommendation Report)

Between 250m² & 999m² (DEC & Recommendation

Report every 10 years)

Understanding your DEC

Your DEC provides valuable insights into your

building's energy performance:

Operational Rating: This compares your

building's efficiency to similar ones.

Benchmarking: This section highlights how your

energy use compares to industry standards.

Previous Performance: Track your energy

efficiency improvements over time.

Carbon Emissions: See the CO2 produced by

your building's energy consumption.
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Achieve compliance and reduce
costs with Elemental
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Contact us today for a free consultation

Your trusted
partner in
navigating DEC’s
with ease

Elemental: Your DEC Partner Our Streamlined DEC
Process

Our comprehensive DEC service ensures peace of mind

and delivers tangible benefits:

Guaranteed Compliance: We handle the entire process,

ensuring you meet all legal requirements.

Energy Efficiency Expertise: Our team uncovers

opportunities to optimize energy use, leading to

significant cost savings.

Reduced Carbon Impact: By lowering energy

consumption, you contribute to a more sustainable

future.

Take Action Today!

Contact Elemental to discuss your DEC needs. We'll guide

you through the process, ensuring compliance while

helping you achieve lower energy costs and a reduced

carbon footprint.

Project Mobilization: We collaborate with you to

understand your needs and define the project

scope.

1.

Data Collection: Our team gathers all necessary

information about your buildings.

2.

Site Visits (if required): For a more comprehensive

assessment, we may conduct on-site visits to

identify areas for improvement.

3.

DEC Calculation & Delivery: We calculate your

building's rating and deliver the DEC in your

preferred format.

4.

Explore resources to learn more about DECs:

https://www.gov.uk/check-energy-performance-public-

building.
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